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BAMSA
Bridge: A MindSport for ALL (BAMSA) was formed to enable academics to
carry out sociological research and to work collaboratively with bridge
organisations. BAMSA has three key goals:
· to transform the image of bridge,
· to encourage more people of all ages to play,
· to ensure the card game continues to thrive.
In order to achieve these goals, BAMSA is establishing a new academic
discipline, the sociology of bridge. BAMSA’s remit extends beyond the world
of academia. The BAMSA network is an inclusive forum of research
associates, practitioners (players, teachers, organisers) and policymakers from
all over the world. Many of those involved are specialists in their own fields
who contribute to the network their insights, experience and expertise.
BAMSA is an outward-looking project that values collaboration,
communication and impact.

INTRODUCTION
The first meeting of the Keep Bridge Alive (KBA) global network took place
in Oslo on 24 October 2019. A few months later, in February 2020, KBA
was renamed Bridge: A MindSport for All (BAMSA).
Participating were:
· Kari-Anne Opsal (Norwegian Bridge Federation President)
· Marianne Harding (Norwegian Bridge Federation)
· Allan Livgard (Norwegian Bridge Federation)
· Morten Bilde (Denmark SkoleBridge, virtual)
· Martin Löfgren (Swedish Bridge Association Chair)
· Micke Melander (Swedish Bridge Association),
· Professor Samantha Punch (BAMSA lead, UK)
· Dr Miriam Snellgrove (BAMSA researcher, UK)
The meeting had the following objectives:
1) To review current bridge projects;
2) To consider what an academic perspective brings to the study of bridge
and to discuss plans and developments;
3) To map the current bridge environment, outlining the problems and
challenges, and noting what data is required; to discuss the role of
national bridge organisations in gathering broader views and data;
4) To propose improvements and solutions, changes that would benefit
the bridge community, opportunities, and how these might be achieved
5) To identify future research, taking into account the key societal issues
that bridge addresses (of appeal to research funders);
6) To discuss how a global network could work, including stakeholder
analysis and engagement, the process and key people
7) To agree actions and next steps in terms of future meetings
This report is divided into the following sections:
· Country bridge projects
· Academic developments
· Problems and challenges
· Future research (improvements and solutions)
· Global network (actions)
· Appendix

COUNTRY BRIDGE PROJECTS
Norway
This overview is based on the presentation given by Marianne Harding with input from
Allan Livgard and Kari-Anne Opsal.
The current setup in Norway is: Federation – Districts – Clubs. There are
four employees at Federation level, with 23 Districts and 307 clubs with a
49/51 gender split. They are recruiting 10-14-year-olds and have as many
young players as old members but lose them from aged 20 onwards and
women especially. Currently top heavy with old players. Many clubs are at a
critical level with just three or four tables and unlikely to survive. Clubs are
not able to recruit because their members are too old and there aren’t enough
of them.
For the NBF, administration and organisation of tournaments and
international events takes precedence over supporting clubs to recruit and
retain members.
The NBF focuses on youth development. In a project managed by Marianne
Harding, six schools in the north of Norway are currently running bridge
clubs. Parents are involved and teachers have responded positively saying
bridge includes children that would otherwise be socially excluded.
There are opportunities to develop youth groups of 15/16 year olds, to train
young people to run a club, to be on the board and to become teachers.
Likewise, there are opportunities to develop a positive image of bridge and to
develop different arenas where bridge is played, for example, bridge classes in
school with free pizza.
There is a new university in Oslo (University of Applied Sciences) with a
focus on education, child development and the impact of the new curriculum.
There may be opportunities to make bridge connections there.
In terms of reach, the NBF is recruiting 10-14-year-olds and have as many
young players as old members. However, players tend to lapse from the age
of 20 onwards, women especially. NBF membership is currently top heavy
with old players. After a beginner’s course, 20% might continue, with 80%

dropping off. Research on why they leave is essential. If everyone who did a
bridge course and then carried on playing, club membership would thrive.
Particularly underrepresented are people in the 40+ age bracket. Their
children have grown up, they have time and money and could start playing
bridge, but the NBF is not sure how to attract them. In Norway bridge is
associated with an older generation and drinking and smoking in clubs; this
image is changing thanks to a moratorium on alcohol at the table.
Modern, social arenas for bridge are needed to attract (a) kids, (b) people
who played when younger, and (c) adults, divorcees or empty-nesters.
What’s needed is a marketing strategy to promote bridge in the media.
The Norwegian government has an initiative towards ‘mastering life’. The
NBF is working to weave bridge into the initiative by focusing on the ideas of
better relations with peers and self-esteem.
The NBF ran a short survey on how people feel when playing bridge. Key
words were happiness, excitement, mastery. The challenge is to keep new
players feeling positive and enthusiastic about playing the game.
Denmark
This overview is based on notes provided in advance of the meeting by Morten Bilde.
Since 2015 Danish School Bridge (Danske SkoleBridge – DSB) has been
working to get bridge into schools in Denmark. Results are positive, and
more than 200 schools are involved. The schools like bridge and are happy to
bring it into the classroom.
DSB has a network of local representatives throughout Denmark. This has
enabled good cooperation with schools and bridge clubs, and successful
outcomes. There are now more activities for young players and more
youngsters are mixing with new ‘older’ players in clubs. Young players that
have learnt bridge in school are joining clubs and taking part in youth elite
competitions.
There are three main challenges.

1. To find and educate enough teachers. All the work in schools is
done on a volunteer basis, and DSB works closely with the 325 bridge
clubs in Denmark.
2. To embed bridge into the lives of young people as a pastime
and not just as a school activity. Achieving this transition depends not
only on the kids, but also on parents and families. It relies on bridge
clubs to provide activities for young people, and on the Danish Bridge
Federation to run competitions.
3. To ensure funding. In recent years DSK has raised DKK500,0001,000,000 (£50,000-100,000) from private foundations and sponsors.
Since 2019 the Danish Bridge Federation has supported DSK. The next
step is to lobby government for funding for school bridge from
Denmark’s national education budget (which funds school chess). This
involves providing politicians with evidence to show how bridge
impacts on learning skills. This research is available for chess and if
equivalent studies were available for bridge, government support
would likely follow.
One of the biggest ‘failures’ of national bridge organisations (NBOs) and the
European Bridge League (EBL) and the World Bridge Federation (WBF) is
the lack of promotion of bridge outside the bridge-playing community.
The game’s lack of profile and absence of digital marketing makes it tough to
introduce bridge to the public. It is also one of the reasons why few people
join bridge clubs, and why even fewer young people join.
DSB is building a digital platform for promoting bridge, with the first results
due in 2020 or 2021. One objective of the platform is to have an overview on
the digital steps taken round the world and try to learn from them.
More information: https://skolebridge.dk/
Sweden
This overview is based on information from by Martin Löfgren and Micke Melander.
The Swedish Bridge Association (SBA) has 5.5 employees at federation level,
21 districts and 350 clubs. The average age of players in Sweden is 67 years

old and the gender ratio is 55% men 45% women. On beginners courses the
ratio is 40% men and 60% women, but retention is a problem. The SBA can
recruit 3,000/4,000 members and lose 80% in two years. Players join a
beginner’s course, learn how to play and then either play at home or with
friends; they don’t renew their membership and they don’t play in a club. To
attract club players, the SBA currently provides free introductory
membership.
In Sweden in 1998, youth bridge was combined with the federation, and this
killed clubs with excessive administration. There are ongoing issues with
clubs and the challenge between how bridge should be played and the
organising of it.
In May 2018 SBF ran the 30,000 to 2020 campaign. Out of 300 clubs only 15
joined. The idea was to raise awareness of the four cornerstones: recruitment,
courses, clubs and transitions, but it was not a great success.

ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENTS
Prof Samantha Punch (University of Stirling) and Dr Miriam Snellgrove (University of
Stirling) gave a presentation about KBA and the Sociology of Bridge project (see
Appendix for slides). This overview focuses on plans for KBA (renamed BAMSA).
Professor Punch presented an update on academic interest in bridge, inspired
by Fine (2015) book on chess. She is keen to work on image and stories of
bridge. She would also like to do a baseline survey of the global state of bridge
worldwide.
There is currently a collaborative doctoral project under way at the
University of Stirling. The research explores the reasons why people play
bridge, their motivations and barriers to learning. PhD student, Kevin Judge,
has conducted a UK survey of bridge clubs and teachers, and interviews with
learners and teachers in Scotland. The project began in 2018 and will run
until end of 2021 and links schools, clubs and lifelong learning to issues
around transitions

In July 2021 there will be a meeting in Stirling to share the results of the PhD
research. Over the next 18 months, Prof Punch will be working towards the
event, and deciding the format. She hopes those present will take part.
Prof Punch is planning to relaunch KBA with a new name (yet to be decided).
There will be a website with the new project name and the website will have
resources for clubs to use, research papers to download, available and
possibly country alerts for specific news items that are relevant to that region.
In addition to the PhD research, Prof Punch has data drawn from 52
interviews with top level bridge players: 20 males over 35, 12 females over
35, 12 males under 25 and 8 females under 25.
She is also developing a new academic discipline, the sociology of mind
sports, which combines leisure with sports studies. Research generated will
be there to help the bridge community.
Specifically in relation to gender, Prof Punch remarked that gendered ideas of
play are also caught up in generational notions of gender (for example, older
people may refer to the ‘ladies’ team’ instead of the ‘women’s team’).
Although chess has been much studied, there is no research into chess and
gender. This may be an opportunity for bridge research. Prof Punch is
currently using data relating to gender discrimination in the game to raise
awareness regarding new players and why they might be put off. She also
believes that small changes at club level can make these environments more
welcoming to woman players.

PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES
This section summarises and collates issues raised under general headings. This section
refers to general discussions at the meeting as recorded in the minutes and in notes taken
by participants.
Age
Considering the average age of players (60-70), there are pros and cons in
marketing a game largely played by older people. Bridge’s association with

the elderly can deter young people, while at the same time it can be positive:
bridge is a game you can play and learn throughout your life, age is no barrier.
Behaviour
If clubs are not seen as social spaces, people stop going. Not everyone is as
nice as they initially seem when they start playing. People can be ruthless at
the table. Often the verbal responses to new players are so off-putting they
never want to come back. Clubs need to find a way to close the gap between
new beginners and the older active club members.
Clubs and recruitment
Clubs need to exist without becoming burdened with admin. Many clubs are
at a critical level. For small clubs, recruitment is a challenge as there isn’t the
energy or the knowhow. A club handbook on how to recruit new members is
a good first step.
Comparisons with chess
Chess organisations are using the language of social interaction and good
citizenship to promote the game. Chess has research that shows it helps
concentration. There are differences between bridge and chess: bridge is
collective, chatty, social, chess isn’t. Bridge needs PR but can’t compete with
chess, nor shouldn’t (avoid negative campaigning). Bridge exists alongside
chess and there is potential to recruit chess players to bridge and vice versa. In
some countries there is a momentum behind chess. In Norway especially,
chess is shown on television. In Sweden chess is almost mandatory in schools.
On the other hand, chess has some negative associations, that it is boring,
solitary and intellectual, whereas bridge players tend to be social and
gregarious.
Competition (digital media)
Bridge is in competition with other forums like the digital, which has the
immediacy of success. Young people, in particular, are comfortable in a
digital universe.
Cooperation (barriers)
Some clubs are run as businesses, so there may be a reluctance to share
knowledge and resources.

Gender
Unseen barriers still exist for women in clubs and at higher levels of the
game. Women players are often dependent on men to develop their own skill
level. Power, money, success are powerful aphrodisiacs, bridge may be a
substitute for other forms of intimacy. People deny there is ‘gender
discrimination’ in bridge but there is evidence for it. Gender myths about
bridge are being reproduced and forms of gender discrimination may be
leading to problems with recruitment.
Image
If there was clarity as to the message to spread about bridge across different
countries, then that could be the basis of a shared project. The way club
organisers and influencers describe bridge has an impact on the way it is
perceived by people new to the game. Be careful of language that confirms
bias. Negative talk is demoralising. Instead, spread positive messages,
communicate why so many people love the game. Provide opportunities for
engagement. Tell positive stories about bridge and bridge players.
Learning
Older beginners tend not to like to make errors, whereas children are more
ready to take risks. Recognising that making mistakes is part of the learning
process is a good first step for adult learners. Encourage players to seek to do
better, to talk and learn from each other.
Measures of success
Putting a positive case for bridge means measuring success in ways other than
simply improving at the game.
National bridge organisations (NBOs)
NBOs have different objectives to balance including organising tournaments,
nurturing national players and supporting member clubs to recruit new
members and develop existing ones. Successful federations listen and
encourage dialogue, canvas opinion through questionnaires, improve
governance, create team spirit and community, generate pride in national
teams. Preparing funding applications for specific projects are timeconsuming and not always successful.

Race
In Sweden there is ethnic and racial discrimination due to the recent influx of
migrants. Perhaps bridge could tackle some of those assumptions and
stereotypes as a game that is open to all players?
Social v serious
It is not clear which bridge players are the target. Social players and club
players, or just club players? (Every member uses resources, asks questions,
requires newsletters, so admin increases.) Is the aim to recruit people who
play bridge socially and don’t want to play competitively? Or should effort go
into recruiting juniors rather than focusing on older people?
Teaching & teacher training
Teachers are crucial to demonstrate the competitive elements of the game and
to retain members. Needed are better teaching manuals that instruct teachers
how to care for new members, address the issue of retention and educate
players that card playing is a form psychological warfare. The best teachers
are usually not the experienced players; experienced players tend to talk too
much, get too involved, over teach. (In a project in Greece non-players were
recruited to become bridge teachers.) The right teacher training is important.
Teaching bridge to young people is not the same as teaching bridge to adults.
Youngsters often benefit from minimum teaching: a 10-minute introduction
is enough, then let them play. To convince schools to teach bridge, it is
important to demonstrate links to the curriculum plus the social skills gained
(better peer relations, better self-esteem). Will a child learn more about
maths after one hour of bridge than after a one-hour maths class?
Transitions
There is a difference between beginner classes and tournament play, between
the expectations of learners and those of club players. Because the game needs
four players it is nearly impossible to have them all playing at the same level in
a club setting. The transition from beginner to tournament player, or the shift
from playing at school or university to joining a club, these turning points are
difficult to manage successfully. Mentors and buddies from among more
experienced players can help newer players manage transitions. Handicap
systems also help level the playing field for less experienced players.

Young people
Youth camps in Norway and Sweden are successfully bringing young people
into the game. A young player from Norway is a bridge prodigy: at eight
years old Marcus Hansen Moe won a national simultaneous pairs competition.
Young people in particular need reminders to play, for example, text
prompts to their mobile phone. By working with youth groups (15-16-yearolds) there are opportunities to train young people to set up and run youth
bridge clubs, to be on the board and to become teachers. The existing club
environment is not attracting young people. Potentially, larger clubs could
create different arenas for youth bridge, spaces where young people will feel
comfortable.
FUTURE RESEARCH
This section summarises the research that’s needed, drawing on comments made on postit notes about improvements, solutions and research needs (see Appendix) and other
discussion during the meeting.
Educational benefits
Research impact: To provide evidence of benefits to support the case for incorporating
bridge into the school curriculum and to lobby government and foundations for funding
What is the link between playing bridge and improving maths skills?
(Consider a controlled experiment, maths lesson versus bridge lesson with
before and after tests)
What is the link between playing bridge and concentration? Life skills?
Decision making?
What is the link between playing bridge and an aptitude for learning? Do
young people that play bridge learn more or have better retention or both?
Why is playing bridge a good way for young people to learn skills and develop
them?
Does age make a difference to outcomes? (eg 10-12 or 14-16)

What role do parents and child advisory groups play in enabling positive
outcomes?
What is the impact of computer games on the take up of bridge?
How much does time influence participation? (eg shortage of)
Notes:
1. Funding required for randomised control trials for bridge and a PhD would be
£65,000 (more in Norway); results might not give the ‘right’ answer
2. The research process itself will encourage engagement and forge links with young
people, parents, teachers, schools, youth leaders, youth clubs
Recruitment & marketing
Research impact: To provide evidence about the positive impact of bridge, transitions,
barriers and enablers, to support marketing strategies to attract more people and to
maintain participation over time
What is the link between playing bridge and learning abilities in the elderly?
What is the link between bridge and social connection, life skills and mental
health?
What is the link between bridge and life expectancy? Do bridge players live
longer or better or happier lives?
Is there a link between playing bridge, emotions and how you feel? (eg, the
‘bridge feeling’)
Why do some players stay in the bridge community and why do some leave?
What are the key success factors for forming a popular/successful bridge club
and factors that guarantee failure?
To what extent does the image of bridge help or hinder efforts to recruit
more players?
What is the role of bridge workers? (eg teachers, organisers)

GLOBAL NETWORK
The meeting discussed the ways in which the network could develop.
Research
Network members have a role in:
· developing theory and thinking processes
· assessing the feasibility of potential research projects (scope of
qualitative and quantitative research)
· helping generate survey data
Common goals
Relationships between BAMSA and its network members need to be based on
mutual understanding; listening and learning; acknowledging commonalities
and differences; recognising shared goals and opposing goals
Stakeholders
A wider range of stakeholders is envisaged:
· Academics/administrators/politicians
· ‘Insiders’: volunteers: bridge workers-teachers/ ‘fire souls’
· ‘Outsiders’: children/schools, governing bodies, local authorities,
parents (for juniors), grandparents
Note: Be strategic! Pick strategic people for the network, not just administrators. For
the network to be useful, people who are involved in recruiting and teaching are needed
Memorandum of Understanding
The meeting agreed to continue to expand the network and deepen
collaboration.
General objectives of the network:
· Administrative goals / statutes (structure will be agreed after 10
February 2020)
· Networking opportunities for members
· Self-financing
· Video meetings
· Document sharing
· Reminders

· Research (identify research needs and apply research findings in
different ways)
· A pool of resources (problems/knowledge)
· Best practice case studies
· NBO seminar
· Sharing ideas, borrowing ideas
Actions
· Share focus groups and interviews from Northern Ireland’s bridge in
schools project which may be useful for Norway
· Send request to Swedish Bridge Federation for a financial contribution
towards KBA
· Discuss a possible research project with the Norwegian Bridge
Federation, targeted on a specific project that would meet the NBF’s
needs
· Put out feelers to other NBOs, for example, in Netherlands and
France, which are trying to do similar work but with different budgets:
test the approach at the EBL seminar in Prague on 1 February 2020.
KAO will write to the EBL with an outline KBA presentation

APPENDIX
Agenda
Keep Bridge Alive Global Network: Developing International Collaborations
Oslo 24th October 2019
Participants: Kari-Anne Opsal (Norway), Marianne Harding (Norway), Allan Livgard
(Norway), Morten Bilde (Denmark tbc), Micke Melander (Sweden tbc), Professor Samantha
Punch (UK), Dr Miriam Snellgrove (KBA researcher, UK),
9.30 start


Introductions (all)



Presentations and discussion of Bridge work currently undertaken by Norway,
Scotland, Denmark and Sweden (all).

11.00-.11.15 Short break


Keep Bridge Alive update: what does an academic perspective bring to the study of
bridge? Plans, perspectives and future developments (Sam & Miriam)



Mapping out the current bridge environment: What are the problems and
challenges? What data is required? (possible use of NBOs to gather broader views and
data).

13.00-13.45 Lunch break


Improvements and solutions: What changes would be beneficial for the bridge
community – what would we like it to be like? Potential opportunities and how might
those be achieved?



What future research would be useful? What are the key societal issues that bridge
addresses (of appeal to research funders)?

15.30-.15.45 Short break


Network discussion: How and in what way would a global KBA network work?
(including stakeholder analysis and engagement plan)



Next steps: What needs to be done? Future meetings/workshops. (all)



AOB

Slides
Keep Bridge Alive presentation (Prof Samantha Punch & Dr Miriam Snellgrove)

